Directions: On your own paper you need to answer the following questions. You do not have to write the questions but you must answer in complete sentences. Remember to always include part of the question stem in your answers. Also make sure that you include textual evidence from the novel.

Comprehension Questions

01. What two things did August share about himself?
02. What was “the most important thing,” according to Mr. Browne?
03. How did August first discover that he eats differently than other children?
04. What was his dad’s reaction to August cutting his braid?
05. What does Jack ask August during class?
06. What is special about August’s birthday?
07. What does Summer plan to be for Halloween? August?
08. What happened in dance class?
09. When did August stop wearing his astronaut helmet?
10. What did Julian dress as for Halloween?

Critical Thinking Questions

11. Why would Julian make the comment about Darth Sidious?
12. Why do you think Summer came to sit with August?
13. Why was Via upset that he had cut his braid?
14. Why does August choose to compare himself to a wookie?
15. Why can August joke with Jack about his facial anomaly?